
INSTRUOTION
MANI,IAL

COMPAGT REFR¡GERATOR,
nnonHt cr-70J

ATTENTION

For your protection in the event of theft or loss of
refrigerator, fill in the spaces provided below.
Model and Serial Numbers are indicated on rear wall of
refrigerator.

MODEL No.

'SERIAL No.



lf you know all about it,
you'll enjoy it more



1. Freezing eomPartment: Use for
making ice cubes.

2. Cold control knob: Turn this to adjust
refrigerator temPerature.

3. Small item rack.

4. Bottle rack.

5. lnterior lamP switch.

6. Adjustable foot: Keeps refrigerator
level.

7. Slide-out shelf: Odor resistant,
rustproof, plastic coated steel shelf'

8. lnterior lamp: Lights up when door is
opened.

S. Þrip tray: Catches water from
defrosting.

10. Grisperwith glass lici; KeePs
vegetables fresh.

11. lce cube traY. (NOT SHOWN).

CAUTION

Do not operate refrigerator near inflammables, such as gasoline. Do not

use for storage of inflammables.

Your refrigerator must be grounded. ["lse 120 Volts, 60 Hz outlet. Do

not use extension cord.

Use 3-prong grounded wall outlet. (Only this method complies with

National Electrical Code, local codes and ordinances.)

UNLESS THE GROUNDING METHOÞ I.S FOLLOWEÞ, YOU ARË NOT

PROTECTED AGAINST SEVERE OR LETHAL SHOCK ¡N THE EVENT

OF A SHORT CIRCU¡T OF AN ËIËETRIEA.L EOMPONENT OR
WIRING OF REFRIGERATOR.



Where to install refrigerator
To use refrigerator with the best efficiency and safety, select suitable place to install
refrigerator according to the following:

1. This refrigerator is designed for free standing installation only, and should not be
recessed or built in.

2. Refrigeratof should be installed on strong, level floor or counter. lf the floor is
not quite level, adjust refrigerator foot.

3. Allow 4 inches of space between refrigerator back and wall behind.
4. Avoid any direct sunlight, heat and moisture.
5. Refrigerator is equipped with a three-prong plug and is grounded to eliminate

electrical hazards. ln order to make it effective, refrigerator must be plugged
into a grounded electrical outlet.

6. Do not use êxtension cord.

Test Run
Before using refrigerator, clean it and make test run to see if the following are
completed. lf not, check electricity supply. When cause of trouble cannot be located,
contact your Summit dealer.

1. Set cold control knob at 'OFF" position and then plug AC cord into an electrical
outlet of 115 volts, 60 Hz. Motor should not run.

2. Set cold control knob at "MAXU position and let refrigerator operate for 20
minutes. Freezing compartment should get slightly frosted and motor should run
smoothly with a soft hum.
Then rotate cold control knob counterclockwise toward'MlN" position. Before
pointer of the knob reaches "MlN' position, motor should turn off.

How to defrost
For the most efficient operation of refrigerator with the minimum electrical energy
consumption, defrost freezing compartment whenever the layer of ice/frost on the
wall of freezing compartment reaches a quarter inch thick,

For defrosting, remove frozen foods and/or ice cube trays from freezing
compartment and put drip tray in place. To start defrosting, simply set cold control
knob at'OFF' position. (See illustration below.)



Temperatune control

The refrigerator compartment temperature can be adjusted colder or warmer by
turning the Temperature Control Knob. Colder temperature can be achieved
by turning the Control Knob clockwise towards the "MAX' position. Warmer
temperature can be selected by turning the Control Knob counterclockwise towards
the "MlN" position.

Refrigerator temperature will vary depending on the quantity of the foods stored and
on the frequency with which the door is opened. Set cold control knob at nMAXn

position only when ice cubes are needed in a hurry. '

Usually cold control knob should be set at middle position.

How to remove ice cubes from tray

lce cube tray is flexible. Twist tray to remove
ice cubes.
Do not use boiling water or métal instrument
such as a knife or screwdriver to remove ice
cube tray, because this may damage plastic
parts or evaporator.



Defrosting usually takes a few hours. ln order tô defrost faster, remove all foods
from refrigerator and keep door open. Also pouring warm (not hot) water onto
frosted part may reduce time consumed for defrosting.

Never use any sharp or metallic instruments to remove ice/frost from freezing
compartment. A punctured evaporator will cause serious problems and void
the warranty. Also do not use boiling water or defrost heater because it may
damage plastic parts such as cabinet liner and it will void the warranty, too.

When defrosting is completed, remove drip tray and dispose of water therein. Then
set cold control knob at any desired position between UMAX. and 'MlN" to restart
refrigeration.

lf suspension of defrosting is required before completion, return cold control knob to
operating position.
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Reversing the door swing
Refer to the disassembly diagram and change the door hinges in the following
procedure. The numbers in the diagram indicate the procedure order in the
instructions.

Remove the hinge cap by twisting it off.

Remove the upper hexagonal head screws. The refrigerator door can now be
removed.

Tilt the refrigerator back or lay it on its back for steps 4, 5 and 6. Use a pad or
blanket to protect the floor and to avoid scratching the painted finish.
Remove the leveling legs by turning them counterclockwise. Remove the lower
hexagonal head screws, two on the hinge side and one near the front corner
of the other side.

Attach the left side leg and the leg spacer to the other side hole which was
positioned symmetrically.

Attach the bottom hinge symmetrically to the other side of the cabinet.

Remove the upper hinge plastic pins and insert them in the holes from which
the screws were removed in procedure 2.

Take off the hinge collar cap using a screwdriver and insert them in the hinge
collar on the opposite side.

f.emgve the refrigerator door hinge stopper and the hinge stopper screws and
install them in the other side of the door.

Attach the refrigerator door to the bottom hinge.

Attach the upper hinge to the refrigerator door. Do not tighten the screws
completely.

The direction in which the door opens has now been changed; however, the
following points should be checked:

a. Make sure the door is on straight.

b. Make sure that there is no space between the door gasket and the

refrigerator unit itself when the door is closed.

c. Make sure that the gasket on the hinge side is not caught between the door
and the unit when the door is opened or closed. (lf the door is forced closed
when the gasket is câúght, the gasket may be damaged).

when checking the above points, if it is discovered that the door is not installed
properly (this is apt to happen at the first try), loosen the screws holding the
upper hinge, straighten the door and tighten the screws slowly with the socket
wrench. After making sure that the door is installed correctly, tighten all the
screws'holding the hinge. lf they are not tightened, the door may slip out of
position or there may be an opening between the door and the únit.'

Stand the unit back in the upright position.
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Cleaning and maintenance

Turn off refrigerator and remove foods, shelves, trays, etc. Wash interior liner
with a solution of warm water and two tablespoons baking soda per quart
water. Then rinse and wipe. Do not use soaps, detergents, scouring powder,
spray cleaners,or the like for liner-it may c¿¡use odors in refrigerator
compartment.

Wash ice cube trays, drip tray and shelves iñ a mild detergent solution and dry
with a soft cloth.

Wipe exterior surface with soft cloth dampened with soapy water and then dry
with soft cloth. Usual spray appliance cleaners may be used for exterior only.

Use only mild soapy water to clean door gasket.

Never use acids, chemical thinner, gasoline, benzine or the like for cleaning
any part of refrigerator. Boiling water and benzine may deform or damage
plastic parts.

Your Summit refrigerator does not require any maintenance.
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